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Introduction
Research Question: 
• How did common law affect land tenure and investment in medieval Britain?
Motivation
• British land markets well developed by 1600, subsequent wage and productivity growth.
• Cross-country regressions: Common law linked to growth, but identification is weak.
• Role of common law in British growth unclear.

The March of Wales:
• Created pre-common law to protect Welsh border.
• Nobility given military and judicial independence.
• Military purpose faded, judicial privileges retained, March was outside common law until 1535.
Empirical Strategy:
• March border was quasi-random, shaped by family fortunes.
• Effect estimated by comparing March to neighboring common law jurisdictions, restricted to estates under English 

control by 1086.
• Controls for pre-common law differences and geography.

Randomization Inference
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Inquisitions Post Mortem
• Estate surveys created when a tenant of the King died. 
• Data on land use, assets, tenure contracts, rents, and other characteristics.
• Entries in Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem supplemented with translation of physical texts in UK National Archive.
• Dataset: 992 manors hand linked by name to Domesday Book, then matched by lat/long to geographic data.
Other Sources
• Domesday Book, Consortium for Spatial Information, Nunn & Puga (2012), Rees (1932).
Outcomes
• Feudal Tenure – Holding land by military or personal service, rather than freely or via cash. 
• Service-based tenure made land more costly to transfer than money rent or free socage.

• Investment – Whether the estate had mills, dams, or other physical capital investments.

IPM C133/130/9 - Extent of the manor Troye in the March of Wales

P=0.023, 1000 repetitions P=0.052, 1000 repetitions
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Conclusion

Contact

• Common law encouraged the shift from tenure based on feudal 
service towards money rent and free socage.

• The development of common law lowered transaction costs in 
land transfers, supporting the emergence of a commercial land 
market.

• This effect did not translate to increased investment in the 14th
and 15th centuries.

• Negative effect of common law on investment by large 
landowners (and marginal positive effect on smallholders) 
suggests a complementarity between bargaining power and 
physical capital.

• Effect of legal system on growth is contingent, interacts with 
distribution of wealth and existing property rights.
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